Company Name:

ddouglasroofing

Primary Trade:

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Dwayne Douglas

Full Address:

26 Newport Road

0161 292 2187

Denton
Manchester
Postcode:

M34 7QS

Contact Telephone:

Contact Email:

ddouglasroofing@yahoo.co.uk

Contact Fax:

Company Website:
Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

07999057321

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Roofing
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Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

12

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
04-Nov-2019

I approached Dwayne regarding a very worrying leak in
the roof. He came around at a time convenient to
myself, to provide a precise and incredibly reasonable
quote. He did the works required there and then with
fantastic communication and lots of supporting
photographs. However, this review does not reflect the
fact that I am a single, vulnerable woman who was
anxious about who to do the job. I invited asked him to
do the works and was left feeling very safe, reassured
and as if I have found a roofer who I trust enough to do
future works without hesitation. I would also be pleased
to recommend to friends and family. Could not
recommend highly enough! Thank you Dwayne.

05-Oct-2019

Good response to phone message. Arrived promptly.
Problem decided on quickly. Quote arrived later that
day. Work carried out the next day. Problem solved!
Work done to a high standard. Really good customer
relations too. I would and will highly recommend him.
Thanks

04-Oct-2019

Outstanding knowledge of products required to do my
major pitched roof repair. Job completed in good time
for a very reasonable price and to a very high
standard. I would highly recommend as I have now
used Dwayne for complete flat rubber roof, pitched
tiled roof and my conservatory roof replacement. All
jobs were completed promptly with all waste and mess
cleared. Highly recommended.

17-Sep-2019

Mr Douglas was prompt and efficient and prior to
repairing my roof gave me advice as to what to do His
price was competitive and the work carried out was
done effectively Highly recommend

15-Aug-2019

Very competitive rate, excellent communication.
Turned up when they said they would and did the job
well and in the time they said said it would take. Very
happy

20-Jan-2019

D Douglas Roofing were very knowledgable and
explained the issue, what repairs were involved and
provided a quote very quickly. When carrying out the
repairs they were courteous, and explained in detail
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the work to be carried out and showed pictures before
and after job completion. We will use Dwayne again,
John Headley
05-Jan-2019

I obtained the contractors details from the Tameside
Trading Standards website and called Dwayne on the
31st of December to ask for a ridge tile to be replaced.
I sent photos of the problem and received a reply
shortly after where we agreed weather permitting
Dwayne would contact me in the new year. I received a
text on the 2nd and the work was completed first thing
on the 3rd of Jan. Very professional, no fuss approach,
excellent communication and at reasonable cost. The
rest of the ridge tiles were checked and did not require
attention.

05-Jan-2019

Dwayne recently repaired a hole in my roof and
replaced flashing on my bay window.. he was very
responsive, efficient and charged reasonable rates. I
had a problem with some adjacent tiles on my roof in
the recent high winds.. he came straight out to help
same morning and everything was left tidy and
complete whilst I was at work... I Would have no
hesitation to recommend him

03-Jan-2019

Friendly and trustworthy service, did an excellent job.
Will definitely use again. Highly recommended!

19-Apr-2018

Excellent. Came when he said he would. Completed all
work (2 jobs at 2 properties for me) at a very high
standard. Job done. Perfect!

30-Nov-2017

The service was excellent from the quote stage to
completion. All works were carried out on time at a
reasonable price. Highly recommended.

22-Sep-2017

I have used Dwayne on several occasions and have
always found his service excellent. He is prompt,
efficient and reasonably priced.
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